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FOREWORD
This reoort ha_ been prepared in accordance with NA._
contract NAS 9-Z777, ear microphone v:ireless inter-
commuuication system. The work under this contract
was conducted by Spacelabs, Inc. at Van Nuys, Calif-
ornia. This report summarizes the design, fabricatiou
and testing of the "Ear Mike" system.
In compliance with the requirements of the New Tech-
nology Clause of the subject contract, a New Technology
Report has been submitted to the Technology Utilization
Officer, Manned Spacecraft Center, National Aeronautics
and Space ._dministration, Houston, Texas.
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SECTION I
INTROD UC TION
This report describes the work done on the wireless ear microphone communica-
tion system ("Ear Mike"l under N.ASA, MSC contract NAS 9-Z777. The objectives
of this contract were to design, fabricate and test two pro;otype "Ear Mikes" and
a master station.
The "Ear Mike" system, shown in Figure i, consis'_sof a miniature ear
microphone transceiver and a master station. The transceiver senses speech
sounds in the ear canal with an acoustic transducer and transmits through an R.F.
link to Lhemaster station. The master station trar_srnitsspeech back to the ear
mike transceiver which is detected and converted to audio with the same trcns-
ducer. This _echni£ue permits simultaneous two way hands off communication
via the ear.
The advantages of this t_chuique are small size, hands off operation and improved
performance in high noise environments with the use of ear defenders. The
design phase included the selection of an optimum system approach,
selection of a suitable transducer, evaluation of ear inserts, development of a
diplexing technique, development of the miniature tra_tsceiver technique and
development of the master station. The fabrication phase included fabrication
and test of two prototype units for evsluatlon by NASA-MSC.
I-t
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SECTION II
SUMMARY
A. Technique
The concept of the ear micro,phone has been previously investigated by several
organizations. The ori___rmlinvestigations were concerned with direct ._..e_sure-
ment of the sound pressure level in tP,c e,,fcanal resulting _rorn external soun,'s.
More recent investigators have noted that speech sounds can be sensed in the ear
canal. The mechanism of speech pickup in the ear is greatly dependent on bone
conduction.
The utilization of an ear microphone also suggests that a dual transducer rr, ounted
in the ear can be used for two-v,ay communication through the ear, The drawback
to this technique has been the need for a push-to-talk switch or vozce-opcrated
switch, common in most communication syster.,as. In 1963 an investigation of
ear microphone diplexing techniques (simult.ar.eous talk and listen)was conducted
by Spacelabs, The results of this investigation de, nonstrated speech diplexing
with an ear insert microphone. The ear-rnounte1 transducer operated as both
a microphone and an earphone simultaneously without a push-to-talk or voice-
operated switch,
The work performed oy Spac¢labs under Contract NAS 9-2-777 demonstrated a
complete wireless interco_,_.m_micationssystem utilizingan ear-mounted trans-
dacer, sFeech diplexcr, radio frequency transmitter, and receiver_ The device
is ear-mounted and permits "hands off" co_,munication over short distances
(100 yards).
II - I
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B. Performance Features of an Ear Miczophoae
The eaz microphone intercommu_icatior system offe:rs several significant features
which can i_crease the performance of existing communication systems aud exi_aad
the _cope of future communications requirements.
I. Speech Diplexing
The speecL diplexing technique provides "hands off" communication. This
permits communication systems to approach normal face-to-face conversa-
tion. This simultaneous two-way feature (simiiar to the telephone) allows
interruption and over-talk.
Z. Single Ear-Mounted Package
The entire communicat:, n system is mounted on one ear which eliminate3
the headset and voice or lip microphones currently in common usage.
This offers an improvement in several applications where the area near
the mouth must be free to perform other functions while communicating,
and eliminates breathing noises associated with physical exercise.
3. Small Size
The ear microphone being an ultra-miniature uevice offers the advantage
of small size and light weight. This, coupled with the "hands off:'
diplexing feature, permits a high degree of mobility.
4. Isolation of External Noise
_ w
The ear microphone provides speech pickup in the ear, thus reducing
external noise without requiring special noise canceling techniques.
Additional noise reduction can be provided by using ear defenders. In
1I - 2
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extremely high noise envirosrnents, nois_-canceling techniques can be
used further to reduce ex_:eraalnoise in the speech pickup.
5. Improved Operation in Severe Environments
The ear microphone will ,provide improved operation for speech pickup in
unusual environments where face masks are required.
6. Time Multiplex RF Link
The radio frequeQcy dak operates on a single _frequency and provides
simultaneous cwo-way communication by time multiplexing. Thi3 offers
the potential for adding several :wo-way links on one frequency without
interfer, ence between channels. An additional feature of separate party
lines can be provided, thus allowing several independent party line con-
versations in a confined area.
II - 3
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SECTION III
DESIGN - PHASE I
The objectives of the Phase I design effort were to design and develop a bre&d-
board ear microphone system. The tasks included system selection, transducer
selection, insert test and selection, transceiver design, diplexer design and
master station design. Thit: section describes the effort under Phase I.
A o Sy..sternSelection
The selection of the communications link technique for the ear microphone
wireless _utercommunication system is based on the following general require-
ments:
I. A frequency above ZOO inc.
g. Transmission range of 100 yards.
3. Full duplex communication without a voice operated switch.
4. Ear mounted assembly.
5. Growth potential for increasing communication channels.
6. Use of techniques and equipment within the state of the art.
The requirement for fullduplex operation without a voice operated switch
restricts the system design to two basic techniques, frequency duplex or time
multiplex. The requirements for frequency and transmission range do not pro-
vide a basis to select between these techniques_ The selection of an optimum
technique must be based on the complexity, growth potential and state of the
art requirements.
III- I
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1, Frequency Duplex.
The trequency duplex technique, shown in Figure Z, provides full duplex
operation by transmitting and receiving on two frequencies. The ear mike
transmits on fl and the master statior, receiver receives on fl" The ear
:mike receives on f2. and the master station transmitter operates on f2.
qYxe separation between _ and fz is a function of the receiver bandwidth
and shape factor. This difference frequency must be sufficient to provide
adequate transmitter to receiver isolation. Considering a simplified mode
of the RF transmission link the isolation required can be computed:
Sm Master Receiver Sensitivity -100 dbm
R -- Transmission Range 100 Ya,.ds
f = Frequency Z5O mc
Se : Ear Mike Receiver Sensitivity -60 dbm
Gm: Master Station Antenna Gain 0 db
Ge : Ear Mike Antenna Gain -20 db
The master station transmitter power required can be determined from
the path loss at 100 yards;
Z
Ct = Gm Ge_
Z 2(4_) R
= (0) + (-Z0) + Z (-i) -Z(_I) -Z(Z0)&'db
= - 84 db
_db
The path loss indicates the master station transl'nitterpower rnust be
Pro= -60 dbm -(-84 db)
: +Z4 dbm (Z50 row)
III- 2
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The required minimum transrr_.tter to receiver isolation is:
Isolation = Prn -Sm = +24 -(-I00)
-- 124 dh
With a receiver shape factor of 4 and a bandwidth of 200 kc the frequency
separation must be a minimum of;
Separation " 2.5 mc
Practical considerations limit the isolation that can be achieved, A
secona factor to be considered in frequency duplex is the ear transceiver
antenv_ requirement, The duplex technique would require two aatennss
or an antenna switch which limits the goal for micromiaiaturization,
Based on these factors a frequency duplex technique was eliminated as :
an optimum approsch for ear mike communication,
2, Tim_e Multiple x
The time multiplex technique for simultaneous communication with an
ear microphone was selected as an optimum approach, The major advan-
tages of this approach are:
I, F_z mike simplicity
2, UtilL._tion of singl_ RF stage
3. Improved master station isolation
4. Single ear n_Ike _ntenna
5, Adaptibility to microcircuit fabrication
The block diagram of this technique i_ shown in Figure 3, The ear mike
transceiver alternately transmits and receives at a super-audible rate,
The master station receives the transmitter pulse train and synchroniz_Js
IIl- 3
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on the leading edge of the ear mike transmitter pul3e. The timing
relationships for the system are shown in Figure 4. The master station
receiver consists of two channels, an AM channel to receive sync pulses
and an FM channel to receive the ear mike modulation.
The masts. _ station transmitter is delayed from the sync. pulse to assure
proper timing. A blanking pulse is also generated to prevent overloading
the receiver during transmission. Once synchronization is established,
a simultaneous two way link permits both talking and listening.
3. System Performance Parameters
Ear Microphone
Transmitter Type - Pulsed Frequency Modulation
Transmitter Frequency - 2ZO mc
Transmitter Power (Peak) - 0 dbm (I milliwatt)
Transmitter P. R. F, - 30 kilocycles
Transmitter Pulse Width - 15 microseconds
Receiver Type - Pulsed Super-regenerative ,_M Detector
Receiver Frequency - Same as Transmitter
Receiver Bandwidth - I megacycle
Receiver Sensitivity - 30 rri_rovolts
Receiver Pulse Width - 3, O microseconds
Antenna Gain - -20-db (l_o efficient)
Master Station
I I
Transmitter Type - Pulsed .Amplitude* Modulation
Transmitter Frequency - Same as Ear Microphone
III- 4
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Transmitter Power (Peak) - +30 dbm (I watt)
Transmitter P. R.F. - Synchronized to Ear Microphone
Transmitter Pulse Width- I0 microseconds
Receiver Type - Super-hetrodyne AM-FM
Receiver Frequency - Same as Ear Microphone
Receiver Bandwidth - I megacycle
Receiver Sensitivity - I microvolt
_nteana Gain - 0 db
B. Transducer Selection
A survey was conducted to determine the optimum microphone/earphone for use
in the ear microphone system. The requirement for an ultraminiature device
restricted the types considered to:
(a) Condenser
(b) Crystal/Ceramic
(c) Dy nami c/Magnetic
The condenser type requires a high excitation voltage and very high load imped-
ance. The performance characteristics of this type are suitable for the ear
microphone. However. to date the smallest unit available (B and K, Model 4135)
is too large to fit in the ear and it requires a 200-volt excitation.
The crystal/ceramic type requi'res a high impedance load. However, it offers
excellent performance characteristics for use in an ear microphone. The
smallest unit available to date is the Shure CASA Ultra-Miniature Ceramic Type.
The configuration of this unit is not directly suited for an ear microphone.
However, with further development of this type, a suitable configuration can be
provided.
HI- 5
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The dynamic/magnetic types are _vailable in configurations suitable for the ear
microphone program. The hearir_g aid industry uses these types extensively due
to their small size and low impedance characteristics. The dynamic types offer
better sensitivity and response than the magnetic types. The Knowles BE-1532,
BH-1550, and BA-1502 dynamic types were investigated to determine intelligibility
both as an ear microphone and earphone. These units were evaluated for
suitability for the diplexer. The B_-1502 was selected based on the overall
performance and size.
: The B._-1502 was tested for response as a microphone and receiver. A typical
plot of m._crophone and receiver response is shown in Figure 5. The receive_
response curves show three resonant peaks which are the result of electrical,
mechanical and acoustic resonances. The electrical and mechanical properties
of the rezponse curve are primarily _etermined by the device characteristics
and significant changes in this response cannot be made with external compensa o
• tion. The acoustic resonance can be modified by acoustical loading. The tech-
niques for acoustical loading are discussed in the diplexer design.
i The selection of the B_-1502 microphone was based on the optimum unit available.
However, for optimum performance as an ear microphone transducer, further
; investigation and development is requ: :ed. The mechanism for speech pickup
i_ in the ear is heavily dependent upon bone conduction. This suggest that a contact
!
transducer can provide optimum signal to noise ratio.
I
C. Ear Insert Selection
:_ The ear insert selection was based on degr_dation of intelligibility in a high noises
environment, universal fit and cor,_fort. Several types of inserts were investigated
including:
'! III- 6
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I. Hard plastic custom molded
2. Semi-hard plastic custom molded
3. Soft plyable custom molded
4. Nu-Fit soft universal (6 sizes)
5. Nu-Fit hard universal (6 sizes)
6. Soft universal nipple (3 sizes)
7. Soft silicon universal (I size)
These inserts (shown in Figure 6) were first evaluated for general characteristics
such as comfort, interchaageability, acoustic properties and audio output level.
The hard materials provide better sound transmission properties than soft
materials. Hard materials are less comfortable than soft materials except for
custom molded types. The universal types do not seal as well as custom molded
types. The speech spectrum is limited at high frequency in the soft inserts.
Best electrical performance was obtained with custom molded inserts but the
nu-fit type was very close to the custom molded type.
Specific measurements of sound transmission between the mouth and the ear
were not conducted but several general characteristics were qualitatively noted.
The main sound transmission mode between mouth and ear is bone conduction.
Sounds formed with the lips and tongue are severely attenuated at the ear. The
major spectrum of sound at the ear is that characteristic of the larynx and
! voice box. These factors make the quality of ear sensed speech similar to
telephone quality with neither bass or treble present. The spectrum of ear sensed
speech is not a simple attenuation function of mouth seused speech but depends
_ on how and where the sounds are formed. The intelligibiUty of ear sensed
i speech approached 100% based on PB word intelligibility tests in a quiet environ-
": meat.
•' III- 7
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The inserts selected for evaluation in a high noise environment with both bard
and soft custom molded, the nu-flt universal and the universal silicon. All of
these inserts are fit to the ear canal up _o the boney portion. Attempts to fit
the boney portion of the canal result in severe comfort problem for prolonged
periods of time.
The intelligibility tests were based on eight subjects, Ail subjects w_re lit
for custom molded inserts. Each subject was fit for hard and soft types.
Audiometer tests were conducted and one subject was disqualified for poor
hearing above 5000 cps. All other subjects had normal hearing.
The tests were conducted with phonetically balanced intelligibility, word lists
of 50 words each. A total of four list8 were used for each subject in each
environment. Different sets of word lists were used for the different types of
inserts. The word lists were recorded by a qualified talker under two conditions
in a quiet environment and in a noise environment. The noise level was 100 to
110 db and ear defenders (David Clarkj Type 19A) were used during all tests,
i A diagram of the test setup is shown in Figure 7.
The recorded word lists were played back to the subjects in both quiet and noise
! environments. A total of 16 different experiments resulted (4 inserts evaluated
i in 4 environments). Each experiment used 7 subjects. The data obtained is
summa riz ed below,
HI- 8
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ENVIRONMENT
Talk-Quiet : Talk-Nolse Talk-Quiet Talk-Noise
INSERT Listen-Guiet 6Listen-'Quiet Listen- Noise Listen- Nois,
Hard Custom I
Molded ' 85_o , 72% _ 87% 68%
i ii l| ! r I
Soft Custom !
Molded 37_'o 1 73% , 85_0 78%
........ f _ " j .....
Nu- Fit Universal i "_
•
(6 Sizes) I 89% : 8Z% 9090 7890
I __ - _ J ,,, , ........ ,I
Silicon Universal ; | ,
{1 Size) ! 85% j 70_o 86% 74%
The conclusions obtained from this data are:
I. No significant difference exists between listening in noise or listening in
quiet.
2. The Nu-Fit Universal insert exhibited the best overall performance.
3. Softer materials are better than hard materials in noise.
The insert selected for the ear microphone was the Silicon Universal based on
interchangeability and comfort. ._ test on four subjects to determine comfort
indicated that the insert can be worn for eight hours without major discomfort
or irritation to the ear canal.
The final insert configuration shown in Figure 8 included the two microphones,
an acoustical loading cavity and the Silicon Universal canal tip. The total insert
is fabricated from polyethylene except for the silicon tip.
D. Diplexer Design
The diplexer requires the design to achieve a minimum of 30 db isolation between
the receivin,, and transmitting channels. The BA-1502 microphone was selected
III- 9
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as the ear transducer,, The re__I_onse characteristics of the transducer as both
a microphone and receiver are plotted in Figure 5. The technique selected for
diplexing was a balanced bridge. The matching of the microphone impedance
over the freq._ency band is required to provide adequate isolation.
An investigation of matching a single microphone in a bridge with passive matchin
components provided isolation as high as 20 db over the frequency band. However
the resonances in the microphone could not be matched successfully. Several
techniques were investigated to li_eari=e the microphone response. Acoustical
loading, current feedback in the driver, electrical loading and combinations
of these technique _ proved inadequate to imp rove microphone and diplexer
characteristic s.
The technique yielding the best results was using a second BA-150Z microphone
as an impedance matching component as shown in Figure 9. This technique
requires selection of matched microphones and can achieve dip!exer isolation
over the frequency range from 300 to 3000 C9S or 40 db. The microphone
selection technique requires that the resonant frequencies in the bandpass be
matched. A group of Z0 microphones yielded 5 matched pairs with isolation
greater than 33 db. The matching setup is shown in Figure 10. The common
mode rejection of the oscilloscope must be calibrated to assure accurate results.
Typically, the Tektronix 502 provides 40 db CI_R (direct in without probes).
The CMR can be calibrated to greater than 60 db up to 10 KC. This procedure
was followed to match the mic_-ophones.
Acoustical loading will effect the match; hence, the final insert design includes
a loading cavity for the dummy microphone. The diplexer isolation tests must
HI - I0
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Spacelabs, Inc.
VAN NUYS, C_ALIFORNIA
ein
Output
Inp Signal -_0 Signal
fro l_ece'_v e r - e to Trarismitter
ea ce '_-A1 A_rransduc
, i
ein = Received Signal
• ° = Transmit Signal
e I = Signal Across Ear Transducer
e Z = Signal"Across Dummy Transducer
= Audio Signal to Ear Transducer
•_ (Speech l_oiee)
A z = Audio Signal To Dummy Transducer
{Noise)
K I = Audio Gain of Ear Transducer
K 2 = Audio Gain of Dummy Transducer
Q = • . •
o 1 2
• l = Sin ZI + K1A1
_- R+ Zl
e Z = ein "Z2 + KZAZ
R'l-Z z
ii IF ZI,,, ZZ, KI - KZ • : A1 - AZ= Speech+Noise.Noise
0
Resistive Bridge Diplexer
.Jl Pill I I I I I I I i i II ,i i I i i illi Jl ± II ._ '_ _' "
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be conducted with the active microphone loaded into an acoustical cavity equivalent
to the ear canal. A generally accepted load is a Z cc coupler cavity.
The diplexer also includes an audio amplifier. This amplifier is a high impedance
_4ff_rential amplifier with a single ended output. The common mode rejection
is greater than 60 db and the differential gain is 40. A typical output from the
BA-1S02 microphone is 5 my (p-p) when mounted in the ear insert at normal
speech levels. The diple_er output is 200 mv (p-p) for this signal.
A plot of diplexer isolation vs. frequency is shown in Figure II. The minimum
isolation is 3Z db at 2100 CPS. The overall isolation is approxiznately 40 db.
This characteristic is typical of all diplexer tests conducted.
A potential advantage of this diplexer technique is the noise cancelling feature,
The dummy matching microphone can be mounted to sense ex-ternal noise and
hence theoretically the difference between the two microphone outputs will be:
Mike #I Output - Mike #2 Output
Signal + Noise - Noise : Signal
This characteristic depends on two factors. The noise tensed by the dummy
microphone is exactly that sensed by the active microphone and that speech is
only sensed by the actiw,, microphone. The second factor is that the acoustic
to electrical signal trans£er functions be matched for the pair of microphones.
! A practical measure of potential improvement can be expected to be l0 db.
E. Transceiver Design
The transceiver is an RF oscillator which is controlled to opo_ate as a time
multiplex device. During the transmitter cycle a pulse frequency moth, fated
llI- II
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signal is generated aud during the receive cycle the oscillator operates as a
super-regenerative detector. A block diagram of the transceiver is shown
in Figure 12. The basic timing relationshlps between the transmit and receive
functions is shown in Figure 13. A schematic is shown in Figure 14.
The operation of the transceiver is initiated by generating the transceiver control
waveform. The transmitter gate ": synchronized to the receiver gate due to the
triggering. The transmitter pulse generator free runs at a frequency slightly
slower than one third of the receiver frequency. Every third receiver pulse
triggers the transmitter gate, hence, waveforrn synchronization is obtained.
The receiver gate generator oper&teb at approximately 90 KC and the transmitter
gate at 30 KC. When these pulses are combined to control the oscillator, only
every third receiver pulse is used as shown in Figure 13.
The amplitude of the transmitter gate pulse is modulated with the diplexer output.
The receiver pulse amplitude is controlled by the signal derived automatic gain
control voltage. These pulses are mixed in the surnming and bias network to
' drive the oscillator.
The RF oscillator is a modified Clapp type as shown in Figure 15. The osciUator
i is normally biased oH to quench oscillation. Operation is initiated with the
transmitter pulse which provides base bias to the transistive GI. The feedback
i network L,2, CI, Cib and Cin determine the frequency of the oscillator. The
antenna is tapped off the collector coil to provide an impedance match. The
oscillator builds up rapidly when the transmitter pulse is applied. FM modulation 4
is provided due to the capacitance variations in Cfb and Cin with pulse amplitude.
A plot of these variations and the frequency sensitivity is shown in Figure 16.
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The tl.ausmissiou mode is pulsed FM due to these variations. The important
characteristics of the oscillator are the rise and fall time of the RF. This is
determined by the "Q" of L 1 and LZ in coajun_ction with the gain of the transistor
which is function of bias. The rise ar._ fall time of the ear mike design is two
microseconds.
, The super-regenerative receiver operates in a similar manner to the transmitte
i except that full buildup cf the oscillator is not permitted. When the osc-'llator
bias is switched oa by the receiver gate pulse the buildup of RF oscillatioas
starts from the initial energy in the circuit mainly stored in L I, LZ, and CI. H
a signal is r,ot present in the antenna the buildup starts on noise in the circuit.
The oscillator rise time is independent of the initial energy, hence, the energy it
j the circuit a short time after the start of oscillation (say one time constant) is
? only a function of the -_nitial energy. The super-regenerative principle is based
on this fact plus the large power gain due to the buildup of oscillations.
An illustration of po_er gain can be seen by considering a 3 db variation of
energy at the start of oscillation vs. the 3 db variation one time constant later=
A final value of oscillator power is assumed at I mw (0 dbm) and the sensitivity
of the receiver is 30 microvolts (-77 dbm into 50 ohm). A 3 db variation at
-77 dbm represents a power change of Z x I0 "8 row. A 3 db variation at -3 dbm
"_l (approx. one time constant) is 0. 5 row. This represents a power gain of:
-.._ Pg " 0,5 = _-5xl06
"Z xlO'
: 74 db
This is the principle that the transceiver receiver function operates. A blanking
_ pulse is used to eliminate the transmitter energy Irom t'_e detectnr (C 2 and DI).
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_ negative p_tse coupled through D 3 and D 2 saturates D l as &n efficient detector.
This also loac_o the oscillator by placiug C2 effectively to ground which decreaaes
the _ of the coW,lector circuit and increases *.he rise t_.me. During the re_'eive
cycle a small amount of b_as is provided across I_1 through D2 a_ R Z which
optimizes the detector efficiency. The detec*ed receiver pulse is amplified in
Q2 and _3 to a proper level for detecting the a;:dio.
The receiver is controlled by an _,GC loop. The AGC voltage is derived by
detecting the average received p_Ise amplitude and controlling the amplitude of
the receiver gate which varies the gain of the ouper-regenerative detector. The
time constant of the AGC loop is 8 milliseconds.
The detected pulse train contains the audio modulation a_d is detected in a shunt
detector with a time constant of 50 microseconds. This provides an audio
response of 7 kilocycles. The detected audio is coupled to the diplexer through
a low impedance output stage.
F. Master Station Design
The master station deoign was based on utilizing a standard Nems Clarke _ceiver
model 1301. Special circuitry was incorporated to provide synchronization, pulse
FM detection. AF.G, pulse modulated audio and pulse amplitude transmission.
A block diagram of these i_anctions is shown in Figure 17 and schematics in
Figures 18 and 19.
1. Modifications to Nems Clarke
The Nems Clarke provides AM or FM o_tput. The output was modified
to provide both AM and FM outputs simultaneously. This change involved
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changiu_ the swit.ching functions within the receiver. A second modifica-
tion to the receiver was to p_ovid_ A. Fo C. capability. A v_ricap t_rtiug
circuit was added to the local oscillator. The RF input bias was at !o
modified to enable a blanking pulse to be i_cted to prevent overloading
of the receiver.
2. Synchronization Ci _cuitry.
The synchronization circuitry consists of a pulse coincidence detector.
an integrator and a voltag_ controlled pulse generator {vco). The the,,ry
of operation of the sync. circuit is identical to that of a pha_-e lock loo_
_xcept that pulses _re used instead of pure siue waves. The frequency
of the voltage controlled pulse generator is set slightly lower than the
expected receiver pulse frequency. W_,oeu the receiver pulse from the
AM channel is compared in the coincidence detector the error between
the _ulse positions chan_es (increases) the _-oltage controlled pulse
generator frequency. The loop thus locks and tracks the incoming pulse
leading edge to provide time synchronization. The timing relationships
were previously shown in Figure 4.
3° Pulse FM Detector
The FM output from the master station is a pulse with an amplitude as
a function of frequency due to the discriminator characteristic. The
pulse is gated in the audio detector to demodulate the audio data. The |
gate pulse is generated from the sync pulse with a delay multi to assure
the proper time relationship. The detected audio is amplified and fed
_ to the speaker amplifier in the Nerns Clarke receiver.
HI - 15
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4. Automatic Frequency Cont_o__l
The detected audio is amplified and filtered to provide a frequer, cy control
signal, This DC signal controls the bias on the varicap in the Hems
Clarke local osciUztor which controls f:equency. The time constant
in the A. F. C. loop i_ Z0 milliseconds and the loop gain is 100 with a
dynamic range of one megacycle. The A. F. C. action is initiated by
tuning on the station a_,d then locks in. A manual position provides a
fixed bias to the varicap and permits standard tuning.
5. Pulse /,Iodulator
The pulse modulator d_ives the transmitter to provide pulsed AM trans-
mission. The pulse timing is established with a pulse de_ay from the
sync pulse. The modulator pulse is I0 microseconds in length and is
modulated with audio from the microphone amplifier. The modulation
is adjustable from 5_0 to 50_0 with_ the mike gain control.
6, Bl,a nkia_,. Pulse
The blanking pulse {s generated in coincidence with the modulator pulse.
The blanking pulse is injected on t:e grid of the RF AMP/mixer stage to
prevent m_xing and amplification of the transmitter leakage energy.
7. Traus, ,mitrer
The transmitter is a master oscillator and power amplifier utilizing
2N3375 RF power transistors. The oscillator is fixed bias modified
clapp type with a matching network to drive the power amplifier. The
power output of the oscillator is I00 mw at _Z0 inc, The gain of the power
a_plifler is 15 db, hen,ce the average continuous power output is 3 watts.
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The modulator pulse biases the power amplifier off except when trans-
mission is desired, The duty cycle of the modulator is Z5_0, hence a
peak power of 3 watt and an average power of 750 mw is provide_. The
gain of the power amplifier varies with the modulator _ulse amplitude,
hence the transmitter output is pulsed AM transmission. The trans-
mitter output network is designed fo'- a 50 ohm antenna,
8. Antennas
The master station can be operated with remote ground plane type antennas.
The design also includes local antennas. These antenras are extendable
rod antennas tuned for a quarter wave length. The antennas utilize the
master station case as a ground plane. The patterns for this type antenna
provide a gain of I. 7 db in the horizontal direction.
9. Power Supply
The special circuitry is operated for a 20 volt regulated power supply
operated ia parallel with the Hems Clarke power supply. The regulation
and filtering provided holds the 20 volts within I00 rnv ripple and transient_.
The supply is capable of supplying 150 rna at 20 volt. Approximately 70 ma
are utilized to drive the special circuitry.
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SECTION IV
PACKAGE DESIGN, FABRICATION AND TEST - PHASE II
The package design for the ear microphone was selected on the basis of eventual
microcircuit fabrication. The design criteria included constraints on components
and pa, ts used, config_tration and comfort. The final design, while not micro-
circuit, utilizes dense welded construction techniques.
A, Materials and Compovents
The selection of materials and components was based on the smallest available
type to meet the pe:6ormance requirements. A minimum number capacitors were
used in the design and the capacitance values were kept to a n_inimum. The
transistors were the dual "flat pack" configuration except for the single RF
tr_msistor which is a TO-18 package. The inductors ,_tilized in the RF design
were specially designed spiral type printed circuit inductor. Miniature connector
were utilized throughout.
Microcircuit fabrication t_chniques were considered. The evidence indicated
that miniature technique would be superior at the prototype stage of development.
The major factors weighing in favor of this technique were:
I. Less than 10090 utilization due to RF package.
2. Utilization of s_andard components with re:iability history.
p
3. Current availabil_ of components.
: 4. Ear Mike design was not _ield proven.
5. Relative ease of modification.
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6. _ volume reduction of _pproximately _5% is all that could be
expected.
The matezials, p];ocesses and components utilized iu the ear microphone a_'e
adaptable _o microcircuit fabrication techniques.
B. CoSign ral:ion
The package configuration selected for the ear microphone was based on an ear
rnovnted assembly and standard miniature packaging techniques. Several models
of ear mounted configurations were tested for comfort. The final package
configuration is shown in Figure Z0, _ connector between the transceiver and
diplexer/insert w_os provided to insure an RF couf_.guration and a hard wire
configuration. The model of final ear mike was tested on four subjects for a
period of 8 hours each. There were no irritations or uncomfortable effects
noted during 1:his test. A connector is provided on the bottom of the ear mike
.¢_r battery input. Available batteries do not have the proper configuration for
incorporation on the ear mounted assembly. The connector was provided to
adapt t:o an e_r mounted battery pack at a future date.
The dipiexer and insert are connected together with _'lexible leads which are
also the microphone signal wires. The microphones are mounted together in the
insert with one loaded into an acoustical loading cavity. The second microphone
is coupled into the silicon ear insert. The insert was designed to fit a large
variety of ear configurations at_d was tested on several subjects for comfort.
Some irri_ation was noted afte.e 4 to 6 hours oa one subject. The insert did
slightly bind on the rear of the ear. The other subjects tested had uo significant
irritation or comfort problems over aa 8 hour period.
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_n 8 to 10 inch rod auteun_ was provided with the transceiver to assure perform-
ance at greater than 100 yards. Seve:al experixneuts w_re _onducted _ith integral
antennas with success up to 50 yards but m_rginal performance _t 100 yards.
C, Electronic Package Design
The elect_ronic package design, exclusive of the RF package is standard welded
circuit techniques. The layout o_ components is shown in Figure 21. The paraliel
mylars ar_ . 280 inches apart and all component_ mounted between. The compon-
ent interconnections are made with . 015 nickel ribbon. _he connecl:ors are
multi-pin one.non subministure type with a sepr.ration stres_ of 2 lbs. per pin.
/1 All tr&nsis_or_ are the 6 lead "fiat pa_k" type. Low k ceramic capacitors are
used in all values up to . 0Z2 microfarads. Tantalum capacitors were used for
larger va|ues.
D. RF ,Package Design
the transceiver RF section was packaged with a 3 dimensional techn._que shown
in Figure 22. The inductors L 1 and L 2 are fiat printed spiral typz measuring
0.5" x 0. 5". The inductors are mounted parallel on a base plate that carries the
power supply leads and provides a ground plane. The transistor (TO-18 isolated
case) is mounted to the ground plar.e. The base and collector leads are connected
to 3._Z and h respectively. The emitter lead is connected to ground. The bias
resistor, detector capacitor and detector diode, are mounted to the forward
header in the package. The tuning capacitor is mounted to the base plate between
the coils. The outside surface of the coils are shielded with ground planes to
prevent interaction between the body and tuning coils.
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E. Far Mike Fabricate, ion
The ear mike electronics was fabricated iu a welding jig. The jig aligns and
hotds the rnylars for welding, The components were loaded and the rnylars
compressed to the 0. ZS0 spacing. The welds were made in accordance with the
layout and weld schedules for the leads. Prior to cut'cing the excess le_ds the
electronics was tested. After test the electronic unit was freeze coated.
The RF unit was buitt up with welding and solder construction in accord_ce with
the layout and attached to the electronics for test. The connector between the
tn_nsceiver and diplexer was captive, hence only RF tests were conducted. _fter
the RF test the assembled ear mike was mounted in the molding jig and the exces:
lead_ were cut. The unit was potted with clear stycast and b_ked for Z4 hours.
Prior to potting a dam was built between the connectors to assure separation.
The u-it was separated and fiu_hed to size. The ear mike was tested prior to
painti_,,g and labeling. The ear mike insert was attached aL,d complete tests
condvcted,
The hard wire configuration required a dummy section to rep_,ce the transceiver
This section was cast and finished exactly as the transceiver, "£be units were
painted and labeled after test. ,_ wiring diagram is shown in Figure 23.
F. Ivlas___terStation Fabrication (Figure Z4. )
The master station was designed to mount in a special case with an auxiliary
equipment drawer. The special circuitry was mounted on the receiver chassis.
All special circuitry was fabricated with three standard 4 x 5 boards and terrnina
board construction. Transistors are mounted in sockets a_d the power _-egutacoz
is mounted to a heat sink.
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The RF transmitter is packaged in a shielded box with terminal wiring construc-
tion. A shield was necessary between the master oscillator and power amplifier
to prevent feedback. The transistors are mounted in heat sinks "o the shield,
The power and input leads are coupled in with feedthrough capacitors. The
transmitter output is fed with a 50 ohm line to a BNC connector on the receiver
chassis.
The zeceiver assembly is mounted in the case by two screws from th,z rear of the
chassis. _ special front panel is provided to.simplify operation.
The tests conducted on the prototype ear microphones are outlined below. Tests
were =_n_lucted on the actual components configured in breadboard _or prior to
a_sc_nbly, welding and potting to insure proper operation of the prototypes.
I. _jiicrophoue Tests
The microphones were tested for sensitivityas a microphone and earphone.
The units were also tested in accordance with the matching procedure as
outlined in the diplexer design section. The microphones used in the first
prototype exhibited a minimum isolation of 37 db and the second pair a
mio_imum of 35 db. The sensitivityof each as a microphone, at Ikc was
_77 for both microphones. The receiver sensitivitywas +t05 db with
300my at,,d600 ohms at Ikc.
2. Diplexe r Tests
Diplexer gain and isolation were measured on the prototype units as
follows:
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Unit I Unit Z
uai. 40 38
Isolation 37 db (rain} 55 db (rnin)
The diplexer was also tested qualitatively with a hard wire communications
link. The isolation of each was adequate but when the gain was increased
over a moderate listening level, the voice fee,_.back increased above the
direct signal. This effect can be significantly reduced by limiting the
bandwidth below 3000 cps.
3. Transceiver Tests
The transceivers were tested for several riming and performance
parameters. These parameters are listed below:
Parameter No. I No. 2 Units
Tuning Range 180-Z30 185-Z40 rnc
TX Pulse Width 15 16 Ugec
RX Pulse Width 2.7 Z. 9 Usec
Recurrence Time 34 35 Usec
RX Sensitivity Z7 30 Uvolt s
TX Power _ I. 5 _Z. 0 mw
Video Output I.8 I.8 volts
AGC Dynamic Range 70 70 db
RX Bandwidth 8Z0 930 kc
few parameters were measured in a qualitative way such as tranRn_itt*_r
detuning effect when body mo_,nted and det_Iningwi*h antpnna length.
IV - 6
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These effects interact and represent less than 2 me _mder all conditions,
The receiver bandwidth varies with signal level which is t_pical of
super regenerative receivers.
4. h4aster Station Tests
The master station was tested for overall performance parameters and
the results are summarized below:
Par ameter Result
Receiver Sensitivity 8 _volt (20 db quieting)
Receiver Bandwidth 1 mc
AFC Range I mc
SYNC Recurrence (idle) 36 /_ sec
SYNC Pulse Width 3, I ]_sec
Transmitter Delay 19.8 _ sec
Modulator Pulse Width 9.6 _ sec
Blanking Pulse Width 9.8 # sec
Transmitter ]Power 2.8 watts (peak)
Total 20 Volt Current 67 ma
5. RF Link Tests
The ear mike transceiver and master station were tested as a system
to evaluate the RF link performance, The master station was calibrated
to 195 mc to avoid interference from T.V. stations. Fhe ear mike was
calibrated to the master station for optimum reception. The tests wex e
conducted with the master stat;.on in a tower approximately 15 feet off
the ground. The ear mike was mounted on a subject and tested for rm_ge
IV - 7
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The results indicated a reliable comm,auicatiou range in excess of I00
yards.
A problem was encouutered while operating within a building of near
obstructions such as fences, _uildings, etc. This problem was due to
multipath transmission causing addition and cancellation of the sigr_al.
During these tests several adjustments were made in the master station
to improve operation. The timing and transmitter to receiver leakage
were improved to e._tablish reliable communication.
6. Hard Wire Tests
iJ i ,
Hard wire tests were conducted with the ear mikes In a noise environment
without ear defenders. The intelligibility wa_ measured with 100 db of
noise at 50% on three subjects. The tests were conducted using a
standard microphone and head set to complete the loop.
IV - 8
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SECTION V
OPERATION AND ALIGNMENT
The operation of the ear mike trausceiver shnuld be conducted in an area to avoid
multipath transmission ifpossible.
A. z'-r Mike Installation (Figure Z5. )
The ear mike is installed by placing the insert section in the right ear and firmly
seating the tip in'l:he ear canal. The transceiver is then plugged into the diplexer
section to assure good contact. The unit is then adjusted for comfort on the ear
and the seal of the insert checked. The battery pack i,_ worn in a shirt or coat
pocket and the lead is coupled close to the body up to the ear mike. The ant_2nna
should extend from 8 to 10 inches. The ,ear mike is turned on when the power
connector is plugged in. The battery pack should operate the ear mike up to Z40
}fours.
B. Master Station Operation
The antennas are extended approximately 18 to Z0 inches, l'he on-off switch turns
the entire system on, Prior to synchronization, the ear microphone will receive,
a squeal representing the difference between the master station and ear mike
P.R.F. When synchronization occurs, the ear mike will be quiet until communica-
tion is establishe_. When the master station is turned off, the ear mike will
receive only noise.
V-1
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The A.F.C. switch provides either A,F.C. or manual operatioc. The tuning
should be accomplished with the _,F.C. switch in the off position. When the ear
mike is received, the A.F.C. is switched to on. The bandwidth switch selects
the master station audio bandwidth. The FM, A M_ standby switch should be in
AM position. Standby position removes the B + from the receiver portion.
The tuning adjustment is used to locate the ear m._e signal in the band. Synchron-
ization is automatic once the ear mike received. The master station volume
controls the speaker/phone audio gain. The ear mike volume controls the modula-
tion of the transmitter and hence the vol_-ne of the ear mike. The rriaster station
microphone is a push to talk type and the ear phones disable the speaker when
plugged in.
C. ,a tignment
The alignment of the system requires that the ear mike battery pack is providing
-4.1 and +l. 4 volts at the battery terminals. The alignment also assumes the
recei_,cr portion of the system is operating properly.
1. Maste r Station Transmitter Tuning
The unit must be removed from the case to tune the transmitter. The
unit is held with two screws from the reatr and slide out forward. The
antenna cables are disconnected when removing. The equipment required
to align the transmitter includes:
1 step attenuator - kay - 40 db
1 wattmeter- Bird- 0-25 mw
1 tektronix model 547 Scope and plug in
1 Grid Dip Meter {or re:eiver)
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1 Alignment Cover
1 High Frequency Alignment Tool
The attenuator and wattmeter are connected to the transmitter output
with 50 ohm cable, The alignment cover is installed to line up with
the tuning adjustments. The scope is connected to the 100 pfd feed-
throhgh c_pacitor (orRnEe lead) on top of the transmitter between the
cemponent boards. The attenuator is set to I0 db and the masv.er
station is turned on. The capacitor C-Z3 controls the frequency and
C-Z7 and C-Z8 control the power amplifier matching. The matching
adjustments do interact with the tuning.
The wave form on the scope is the modulator pulse. Misalignment of
the r_ceiver causing mismatch will be indicated by an _brupt change in
the wave form and power outputs Tbe frequency is tuned by removing
the wattmeter and cor_,ecting an antenna. The frequency is noted on
a grid dip meter or a standard receiver. The matching controls are
adjusted with the wattmeter connected for maximum neutralized power.
An abrupt increase _n power indicates the power amplifier matching
network is adjusted to un-neutralize the circuit. When properly ad=
justed, the wattmeter will indicate approximately I00 mw of power.
2. Ear Mike Transceiver Alignment
The ear mike transceiver has two controls. The +1.4 volt bi,_s adjust-
ment on the battery p&ck and the frequency adjustmen*,. The bias is
adjusted, with the master station off, to achieve a noise pulse at the test
point on the ear mi_e. The noise is adjusted for approxlm&tely I. 2 vol_s
peak.
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This adjustment iutera(:ts with frequency, hence it should be checked afte:
change ear mike frequency,
The frequency adjustment is made when the ear mike is installed ou a
subjectls ear to account fer detuniug effects from the body. Th_ ear mike
frequency iv adjusted to the master station transmitter for be.st reception.
This adjustment requires that the m_ster station receiver is constantly
1
I. retuned to assure proper synchronization.
3. Battery Replac em_ent
The batteries should be replaced when the open circuit voltages drop
below -[. 4 and +l. 35 volts, Four Phillips head screws retair_ the battery
pack cover. The replacerr, ent cells are Burgess type I-lg-9 or equivalent.
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SECTION VI
CONCLUSIONS
The concept of the wireless ear microphone communication system has been
successfully demonstrated. Speech signals sensed in the ear can provide
intelligible communication, Intelligibility in a high noise environment is improved
over conventional techniques. The optimum intelligibility in a high noise environ-
ment can be improved with further ear transducer development and noise concel-
ling techniques.
The diplexing technique provides a minimum isolation of 35 db which is adequate
for simultaneous communication. The dual transducer diplexing technique also
suggests the potential for noise cancelling. Preliminary experiments indicate an
improvement of 10 db can be achieved.
_ universal ear insert was developed permitting interchangeability and good
performance in a high noise environment_ The device was tested for comfort
and can be worn up to 8 hours with no irritations or discomfort to the subject.
The ear mike transceiver was packaged in an ear mounted configuration to
demonstrate system operation direct from the ear. The problem areas associated
with RF transmission and body loading near the ear were solved for this applica-
tion. Special RF shields "#ere incorporated in the design. The RF section was
fabricated with an ultra-miniature technique providing a transmitter and receiver
in the volume of a sugar cube.
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Tl-.ework conducted on this program has resulted in several state of the art
advances in short range corn.rnu_.ication°The time multiplex RF link provides
simultaneous hands of communication without frequer_cy duplex techniques and
has potential to provide several channels in a narrow frequency band.
The program also has suggested that further development of ear transducers and
diplexing techniques can yield comrnunicaticn in extremely high acoustic noise
environments.
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